Static measures of complexity can demonstrate relationships among the performance, robustness, and design of naval weapons elevators. This paper investigates the total and fraction of states used, logical complexity, and state complexity of such systems. We find strong correlations among the total possible number of states, throughput, and logical complexity. These are shown in robustness curves of mean throughput. We also discuss relevant alternative logic and mobile carriage systems.
Introduction
This work is the final part in a three-part series investigating relationships between complexity and optimality with respect to both performance and robustness, performed in the context of a naval weapons elevator system. Each part of the series presents an analysis of a number of static or dynamic complexity measures evaluated using a large set of naval weapons elevator system simulation results. These measures, based on the concept of algorithmic complexity, quantify the information content available in a simulation evolution by considering different forms of compressing evolution histories. After presenting the motivation for understanding the relationships between system complexity, adaptability, and system optimality using cellular automata and natural systems as models, the first section addressed logical and state complexity with an analysis showing a relationship between system performance and complexity for both measures. The second section investigated compressed state complexity and the number of unique states entered during an evolution. This final section looks at static measures of complexity that can be determined independently of simulations as well as the impact of alternative system operating logic and system functionality on complexity and system robustness/adaptability. The static complexity measures offer the potential p y p y p to identify candidate configurations with high throughput and adaptability to variable queues without the need for exhaustive or large searches using simulation.
Static Complexity Measures
While evidence of the value of physical connectivity as a static measure exists, we begin by examining the utility of other static measures: the total number of possible states, average logical connectivity, and fraction of potential physical connectivity.
Total Number of Possible States
The total number of possible states is primarily a function of system size, physical connectivity of system elements, and other physical attributes. The total number of possible states does not account for specific queue distributions, so even though a carriage may never enter a magazine because no corresponding item types are present, states involving that carriage and that magazine are still included, meaning the total number of possible states for a specific queue distribution is often an overestimate.
Since the total number of possible states is intended as a potential measure, not a measure of ranges of possible values of a configuration, each configuration corresponds to a single number of possible states, meaning the size of the set of values of possible states is always a fraction of the size of the set of values for any measure that accounts for specific queue distributions. Figure 1 presents the robustness curve of the normalized mean number of possible states for all complete 2-3-4 evolutions, superposed with normalized populations of configurations at each level of robustness. The highlighted mean values are at levels of robustness with comparable populations that result in more meaningful aggregate values. The shape of the robustness curve remains similar to the curves for dynamic measures related to the number of unique states entered in the course of an evolution, and to a lesser extent, the throughput and logical complexity curves. The highlighted values at the 1 st , 6 th , 21 st , and 56 th levels of robustness exhibit a more linear relationship with respect to robustness than these other curves, which raises the corresponding correlation value to 0.994. When we consider unique complete evolutions, the relationship of the mean number of possible states to robustness is again similar to that of dynamic measures, which is evident in Figure 2 . The mean number of potential states again increases with robustness and, although the potential states/robustness curve is more jagged than the equivalent dynamic complexity measures, exhibits a correlation value of 0.865. Figure 3 indicates a strong relationship between the number of potential states and the average physical connectivity. The reason that no apparent relationship exists between the number of possible states and throughput is that the total number of possible states is only partly a function of connectivity. Even for a fixed system size, the total number of possible states is still a function of other system attributes, like resource allocation and assumed space limitations. More importantly, the apparent contradiction is a result of the fact that the p y pp potential number of states is a static measure that does not account for variations in queue distributions and is constant for a configuration, even though a configuration may result in a range of throughputs in response to different queue distributions. The effect of ignoring variations in queue distributions is partly reduced by using mean values-either mean throughput values or mean values of possible states at any level of robustness. The use of aggregate values helps explain why the robustness curves for the potential numbers of states are similar to those for dynamic measures, which also utilize average values, although the mean values for dynamic measures account for variations internal to each configuration.
Average Logical Connectivity
Average logical connectivity is intended to quantify the complexity of the system rules, a constant for all configurations of a given system size. Just as a complete description of the total number of possible states yielded a range of throughput values for a single configuration, a complete description of the average logical connectivity provides a range of throughput values for a single system size. Thus, the average logical connectivity is most suited for relative comparisons between systems with different numbers of queues, shafts, and magazines. Figure 4 presents the distribution of systems with respect to their average logical connectivities and mean throughput values for (a) all system sizes and (b) interesting system sizes, where interesting system sizes are those in which nontrivial behavior occurs. The correlation values between the average logical connectivity and mean throughput are 0.518 and 0.365 for all system sizes and interesting system sizes, respectively. Although the mean throughputs for all uninteresting system sizes are the lowest possible, since many represent the simple single carriage systems, the difference in correlation values suggests that the specific members of the set of system sizes are very important in establishing any relationship between logical connectivity and performance, as the omission or inclusion of a particular system size can have a significant impact on any relationship.
HaL HbL Apparent relationships between the average logical connectivity and throughput and any resulting conclusions can be flawed for additional reasons. Comparisons of attributes across different system sizes are not particularly valid, especially when only mean values are considered, because the populations of various system sizes are typically not comparable. Furthermore, since average logical connectivity is a constant for a given system size, we are unable to distinguish between simple and complex behaviors that occur in evolutions of that system size. Although potential exists for the use of logical connectivity as a measure of complexity, a static measure involving average values of a system size has several shortcomings and has only limited use in the relative comparison of systems of various sizes. In this role, average logical connectivity presents nothing new-primarily that larger systems are capable of supporting greater complexity.
Average Physical Connectivity
Average physical connectivity is used to express the physical connectivity of a configuration as a single value. As with the total number of possible states, the average physical connectivity is a configurationspecific measure, not an evolution-specific measure. As a result, the p p distributions of evolutions with respect to average physical connectivity and throughput, like the example distribution in Figure 5 , show no apparent correlations because each configuration corresponds to a range of throughput values and a single physical connectivity value for 2-3-4 size systems. However, mean throughput values are useful for identifying relationships for configuration-specific complexity measures because the mean provides a simple, first-order measure of potential performance. Figure 6 presents a comparison of mean throughput values for all configurations that result in at least one complete evolution. A direct relationship between the average values of connectivity and throughput is relatively low at 0.572. Since average connectivity is defined to consider the connectivity of all elements, regardless of their relevance with respect to the set of queue distributions that correspond to a complete evolution, only configurations that result in complete evolutions for the same set of queue distributions are comparable.
To illustrate the effects of considering the connectivity of only relevant magazines, we consider two configurations with average physical connectivities and mean throughput highlighted in Figure 6 . Configuration 217582, point A, is only capable of complete evolutions for a single distribution (0-0-0-100) because only the fourth magazine has present connectivity to all queues. Throughput is low because a single carriage transports all items from both queues to the fourth magazine, but the average connectivity is relatively high because irrelevant magazines are fairly well connected. Conversely, for configuration 250143, point B, there is a single relevant magazine, but there are multiple p g g p paths between this magazine and each queue, meaning multiple carriages are involved in the evolution, in which only item types corresponding to the relevant magazine are present in the queues. The utilization of multiple carriages results in a high throughput. Despite greater connectivity of the magazine, configuration 250143 shares the same average physical connectivity as configuration 217582 because it has sparse connectivity. The incidence matrices for configurations 217582 2-3-4 and 250143 2-3-4 are shown in Figure 7 . 
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So configurations 217582 and 250143 are opposites with respect to their connectivities in terms of relevant and irrelevant magazines, which affect their mean throughput values.
To account for the effects of the connectivity of irrelevant magazines on the average physical connectivity and its distribution with respect to mean throughput, we consider only configurations that result in complete evolutions for the same set of queue distributions, in particular, those configurations that result in complete evolutions for all queue distributions. With this approach, the number of relevant magazines must be constant so comparisons of average connectivities are valid.
The relationship between average physical connectivity and mean throughput in Figure 8 is more defined than that for the set of configurations with at least one complete evolution, and the correlation is significantly higher at 0.720, which suggests that average physical connectivity can be a useful tool as a potential measure of performance. Figure 9 presents the connectivity of the configurations highlighted in Figure 8 . Configuration 110878, point A represents the configuration with the lowest average physical connectivity that is still capable of complete evolutions for all queue distributions. The connectivity of configuration 94495, point B shows that despite the additional cost of additional connectivity, throughput is lower than a more sparsely connected configuration because the identical connectivity of the first and second shafts lowers their potential utilization. Configuration 222156, point C in Figure 8 , has an average physical connectivity identical to that of configuration 94495, but, like configuration 110878, 222156 has a single path between each queue and g g p q magazine and has two shafts with identical connectivity with respect to magazines, but distinct connectivity with respect to queues for these same shafts. It is in this regard that 222156 differs the most from configuration 94495-the same shafts that have identical connectivity with respect to magazines also have the same connectivity with respect to queues in 94495, which is a primary reason for its poor performance. When considered collectively, the behaviors of configurations 94495, 110878, and 222156 suggest that, in the face of constraints on the number of connections possible, the absence of redundant connectivity results in greater overall performance when considering a range of potential queue distributions. However, the completely connected configuration, point D in Figure 8, does not have maximal throughput. The discrepancy in the theoretical and actual values is not a function of the connectivity, but the applied evolution logic. For the logic used, a carriage selects its pp g g g destination queue after unloading, based on the state of the queue inventories at the time the carriage is in the magazine, not when the carriage is expected to reach the queue. With this logic, it is possible for a carriage to arrive at a queue to find that the item on which it based its decision has been removed by another carriage. If there are no other transportable items for the carriage, the carriage remains in queue for the remainder of the evolution, effectively halting and resulting in lower-than-maximal throughput. The configuration 251839, point E in Figure 8 , is complete for all queue distributions because of the present connectivity between all queues and magazines. Due to sufficiently high connectivity, the connectivity of this configuration results in near-maximal throughput for almost all queue distributions.
However, we have not seen any relationship between the amount of connectivity for magazines with present connectivity to queues and the achievable level of robustness. This relationship is presented by summing the number of paths between queues and relevant magazines-those magazines with connectivity to all queues.
Figure 10 presents how connectivity between queues and relevant magazines for a configuration is related to the number of unique, complete evolutions the configuration is capable of achieving. The figure indicates that the level of robustness of a configuration, as well as its uniqueness, is limited by the amount of connectivity between its queues and magazines. However, this limitation does not imply that more-robust configurations necessarily have high connectivity, only that certain levels of connectivity are required to obtain certain levels of robustness. Furthermore, the total number of connections alone does not indicate how sparse connectivity leads to maximum robustness or how relatively high connectivity results in relatively low robustness. To see how the connectivity affects robustness, we have to examine the configuration in detail and how the SQ and SM incidence matrices interact.
The incidence matrices for configuration 94207, point A in Figure!10, are presented in Figure 11 (a) and reveal that the low number of connections between queues and magazines results from sparse connectivity between shaft and queues. This configuration demonstrates that any configuration with complete connectivity between shafts and magazines results in present connectivity for all magazines and complete, unique evolutions for all queue distributions. The number of configurations that are both complete and unique for all queue distributions is a function of the amount of variation possible in the connectivity between shafts and queues under the definitions of validity and uniqueness of configurations.
Configuration 258559, point B in Figure 10 , has the connectivity illustrated in Figure 11 (b) and is largely a function of complete connectivity between shafts and queues. Despite this connectivity, only 35 y q p y y queue distributions are unique for 258559 because any queue distribution lacking item types corresponding to the fourth magazine results in no utilization of the first carriage. In Figure 12 , at higher levels of robustness, there are, by definition, no differences because the number of relevant magazines is equal to the number of magazines in the system. At lower levels of robustness, where configurations with irrelevant magazines dominate, the connectivity increases, depending on the number of irrelevant magazines. y p g g However, the differences are not significant enough to result in any qualitative differences in the relationships. The lack of significant differences implies that the connectivity of irrelevant magazines follows the connectivity of relevant magazines, a condition not necessary for irrelevance. , also reveals a form of nesting that is a function of the amount of present connectivity and the effects of the interactions between the SQ and SM incidence matrices on robustness.
The effects of the relationship between the connectivity of shafts and magazines and the connectivity of shafts and queues on robustness, with respect to the number of relevant magazines, is evident when we examine the ranges of connectivity in both the SQ and SM incidence matrices of configurations at various levels of robustness. Figure 14 presents the number of connections between shafts and relevant magazines and the average number of connections between shafts and queues for all configurations that result in complete, unique evolutions for various numbers of queue distributions. With no indication of the frequency of connectivities, the relationship be-q y p tween relevant magazines, robustness, and SQ connectivity is obscured. While the relative differences in the amount of SM and SQ connectivities vary at different levels of robustness, greater SM connectivity occurs at the maximum levels of robustness corresponding to the number of relevant magazines (1 st , 6 th , 21 st , and 56 th ), and the average SQ connectivity must increase between these values to maintain a number of relevant magazines. HaL HbL Figure 14 . The (a) number of the connections for SM incidence matrices and (b) the average number of connections for SQ incidence matrices for 2-3-4 configurations at various levels of robustness. Figure 15 shows the number of connections in the SM (relevant magazines) matrices and the average number of connections in the SQ incidences matrices at different levels of robustness for configurations g with various numbers of relevant magazines. For any set of configurations with a common number of relevant magazines, the greatest level of robustness corresponds to configurations that have complete connectivity for relevant magazines and a minimum or near-minimum average connectivity between shafts and queues. Decreasing the connectivity between shafts and relevant magazines decreases robustness and increases the average connectivity between shafts and queues, although not necessarily in a regular way. Some amount of nesting is apparent for certain sets of configurations.
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HeL HfL Figure 15 . Relationships between the number of connections in the SM incidence matrices and robustness and between the average number of connections in the SQ matrices and robustness for 2-3-4 configurations with common numbers of relevant magazines. Figure 16 presents the connectivities of configurations 259967 and 260029 (both 2-3-4 size systems), which correspond to the 55 th and 53 rd levels of robustness, respectively. The SQ incidence matrices are complete in both cases to facilitate comparison. For configuration 259967, the first magazine has absent connectivity shafts. As a result, the queue distribution with all items bound for the first magazines (100-00-0) leads to a non-unique evolution because the first and second magazines are not utilized. For configuration 260029, each magazine has a single absent connection to a distinct shaft. As a result, three queue distributions, each composed entirely of items bound for either of the magazines with an absent connection, result in nonunique evolutions. Note that robustness is unaffected by the number of shafts that are not connected to a single magazine, as long as additional absences do not occur for a shaft with another absent connection to another magazine. Configurations with different numbers of connections can therefore share the same level of robustness. So configuration 259967 could have present connectivity between the second shaft and the first magazine and still result in the same level of robustness. Configuration 260029, however, cannot have any additional absent connections for any magazine because an additional absence anywhere would result in a shaft with multiple absent connections, which decreases robustness. The limit on additional absences places a lower limit on the levels of robustness for configurations that result in non-unique evolutions only for queue distributions composed entirely of a single item type. This limit is based on the lower value of either the number of shafts or magazines. Therefore, for our example 2-3-4 system, in which there are fewer shafts than magazines, the minimum level of robustness possible for configurations that are non-unique only for queue distributions composed of a single item type is 56 -3 = 53. Figure 17 presents the connectivity of configuration 259071, in which the first shaft lacks a connection to both the first and second magazines, resulting in non-unique evolutions for any queue distribution that is composed of any combination of items corresponding only to those magazines, including queue distributions composed entirely of a single item type corresponding to either of these magazines. There are six combinations of distributions involving these item types, and the configuration therefore exists at the 56 -6 = 50 th level of robustness. Although configuration 259071 has a lower level of robustness than configurations that are non-unique only for queue distributions that consist entirely of a single item type, the number of connections in configuration 259071 can be greater simply because of the greater number of queue distributions consisting of combinations of multiple item types that exist. Configuration 258559 with connectivity, presented in Figure 18 , is not unique for the set of queue distributions formed by combinations of only three item types, of which there are 21. The configuration has low mean throughput/high connectivity and results in unique evolutions for only 56 -21 = 35 queue distributions, 35 less than that for configuration 259071, while the number of connections between shafts and magazines in configuration 258559 is only one less than that for 259071. The maximum number of absent connections to magazines for any shaft and the connectivity of remaining shafts therefore creates the nesting observed in the relationship between robustness and connectivity in SM incidence matrices for a set of configurations with a com-y g mon number of relevant magazines. On top of this nested relationship is the nesting associated with the number of relevant magazines when all configurations with unique, complete evolutions are considered.
Identifying the causes behind nesting in the distribution of configurations with respect to uniqueness illustrates how the actual connections are important not only for determining uniqueness, but for completeness, a better description of robustness. Two configurations may share the identical number of connections, but the actual connections can result in different numbers of relevant magazines and therefore significantly different numbers of complete evolutions. Since we recognize that robustness is a function of the number of relevant magazines, we can use connectivity as a configuration filter-only considering those with present connectivity between all queues and magazines. In actual connections, a configuration with redundant shafts, which have identical connectivity to both queues and magazines, will have lower mean throughput for a variety of queue distributions when compared to a configuration with the same number of connections, but no redundancy.
Alternative Logic
The systems presented in the discussion of complexity measures used the set of operational logic most representative of a conventional naval weapons elevator system. This system is characterized by serial carriage and ballistic hatch/magazine door operations and the application of interlocks for compartmentalization and survivability. By combining these attributes, we can obtain four distinct sets of system rules that dictate how a carriage interacts with hatches and doors and how it travels within its shaft.
The combination of the serial operation of carriages and hatches/ doors and application of interlocks is the most prohibitive with respect to performance. Elimination of these restrictions increases the effectiveness of the weapons elevator system. Theoretically, the changes in the waiting times can alter the sequencing of states and therefore the complexity. Differences in complexity measures resulting from changes in shaft logic are, however, predominantly a function of temporal, not state changes.
A comparison of the ranges of the throughput values in Figure 19 indicates that interlocks have a greater effect on performance than the serial/parallel nature of carriage/door operations. Furthermore, a comparison of the distributions indicates a nearly identical distribution for all sets of operational logic, although the ranges of logical complexity and throughput values are proportionally scaled. Scaling with changes in operational logic is also apparent in the comparison of distributions of 2-3-4 configurations with respect to state complexity and throughput but not apparent in the comparisons with respect to compressed state complexity and throughput, as well as the number of states used and throughput. For these measures, only throughput varies with changes in the operational logic.
The reason for changes in both the complexity and throughput for the logical complexity and state complexity is that these measures are based on the temporal evolution length, which is dependent on the evolution logic. The number of unique states and the compressed state complexity are exclusively state-based measures-that is, these measures can be delivered exclusively from the logical evolution-and the number of states and their sequences remain largely unchanged for a configuration and input stream.
The increase in complexity for some measures and the lack of change for others presents an apparent paradox. How can a change in an evolution result in both a change and no change in complexity simultaneously? This contradiction runs to the heart of the fundamen-y tal definition of algorithmic complexity, compression, and randomness.
If the length of a binary sequence increases, but only involves firstorder repetitions, then the information required to completely express the sequence is relatively unchanged, as the information required to define the number of repetitions of a bit is largely unchanged by the number of repetitions, especially for longer repetition lengths. For example, in the binary sequences in Figure 20 , the information required for a complete description is identical. For the sequence in (a), a firstorder description is XPrint '10', Print 8 1s in a row, Print '010'\, while a description of sequence (b) is XPrint '10', Print 15 1s in a row, Print '010'\. The number of binary bits required to state the number of repetitions in both sequences is 4 (1000 = 8 and 1111 -15), implying that the sequences have identical algorithmic complexity, despite the difference in sequence lengths. This interpretation suggests that the logical evolution and the state sequence are more relevant to the amount of information in a sequence and, for our measures, strictly state-based complexity measures are a better interpretation of algorithmic complexity. However, the intent of algorithmic complexity is to measure the amount of randomness in an information stream. The above algorithmic descriptions of sequences (a) and (b) in Figure 20 seem to suggest an equivalent compressed form of both sequences, yet the longer sequence in (b) is more compressible relative to its length, meaning the sequence in (a) is more random and therefore has greater algorithmic complexity. This interpretation suggests that temporal, or actual, sequence lengths are more representative of algorithmic complexity, and complexity measures must account for explicit evolutions.
The subtleties in the interpretation of algorithmic complexity suggest that different interpretations and therefore different complexity measures are applicable when making comparisons of systems based on various changes. Internal comparisons within a set of configurations of a given size with common cycle times and operational logic are always valid. When changes in the operational logic or cycle times are made, both logical and temporal effects are possible. In order to g p p identify the effects on the logical evolution alone, ignoring the information present in first-order repetitions, state-based complexity measures such as compressed state complexity and the number of states should be used. To account for both logical and temporal effects, measures like the state and logical complexities that consider the complete sequence of states, including first-order patterns, are applicable.
Mobile Carriage Systems
The carriages in this system are assumed to be unidirectional, and the number of carriages must be defined explicitly, independently of the number of shafts. For simplicity, in the shaft directional vector, or SDV, a 0 indicates a shaft is down and a 1 indicates an up shaft. The number of carriages is assumed to be equal to the number of queues, such that carriages start an evolution in a distinct queue. Moreover, unidirectionality has an impact on the system state space. The operational logic and physical representation of mobile carriage systems therefore may have a distinctly different state space and potential for differences in state-based complexity measures as compared with conventional systems. Comparisons of mobile carriage and conventional systems with respect to complexity measures are therefore invalid, although internal comparisons of systems with common logic sets of attributes used to define states remain valid.
Due to the construction and operation that follow from the operational logic of mobile carriage systems, complete evolutions tend to have very similar performance. Since carriages typically do not halt in complete evolutions, resulting in similar throughput values for any configurations with the same number of carriages, there should be little correlation between complexity measures and performance. Figure 21 shows the distribution of complete 2-3-4 evolutions with respect to the number of distinct states and throughput. Mobile carriage systems with three shafts represent the simplest systems that result in nontrivial behavior. Out of 2889 complete 2-3-4 evolutions, 2789, or 97%, have a throughput value greater than 0.33. The evolutions with lower throughput are the result of carriages tricked into halting. For evolutions with the greatest number of unique states, the greatest item variety is a prerequisite. Item variety not only implies that more locations and therefore more states are entered, but also the logic specifying that carriages select the most abundant items in a queue creates more unique system patterns. While item variety has an effect on the number of states, evolutions with a common amount of item variety still have a range of values for the number of states. The range is largely a function of the actual connectivities of configurations and their effect on specific relative ratios of item types.
Since the number of states is a variable with respect to a set of evolutions, but throughput remains fairly constant, the state complexity g p y p y also exhibits no correlation with performance. The distribution of 2-3-4 evolutions with respect to state complexity and throughput is shown in Figure 22 . A comparison with Figure 21 for the number of states reveals a nearly identical distribution, resulting from a similar temporal evolution length for all evolutions. The distribution of 2-3-4 evolutions with respect to compressed state complexity and throughput presented in Figure 23 also reveals a similar relationship between complexity and performance as in Figures 21 and 22 . This distribution implies that both the logical evolu-p g tion length and temporal evolution length change proportionally and, since the temporal evolution length is approximately constant, the logical evolution length should be as well. The proportional change means that the logical complexity, the ratio of logical and temporal evolution lengths, should be approximately constant. In the system with three shafts, a valid configuration must consist of a single shaft in one direction and two in the other direction. While variations in the connectivities of the two shafts with a common direction are possible with sufficient queues and magazines, the single unidirectional shaft has complete connectivity to all queues and magazines. With its complete connectivity, the lone shaft is common to all carriages, making parallel operations impossible. For any sort of parallelism, there must be at least four carriages and greater than one queue and magazine, permitting simple 1-2-1 subsystems to arise. Figure 24 presents the temporal evolution history for configuration 14364390 2-4-3 with a (20-40-40) queue distribution. The connectivity of configuration 14364390 is presented in Figure 25 and shows that the first queue and magazine and the second queue and magazine are partly isolated. Along with de facto priority logic, Figure 24 shows that the carriages utilize this independence to operate without a phase lag. In order to be complete, connectivity must be present between all queues and magazines via down shafts. This connectivity, along with common connectivity with respect to the third magazine, results in a configuration that operates in parallel until being tripped into a phase lag required for a complete evolution. 
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Synchronous carriage operations without a phase lag mean that fewer state transitions per carriage cycle occur, resulting in lower logical complexity values. The relative amount of time that a system spends with and without a phase lag or, more accurately, the average number of state transitions per system cycle, determines the equivalent number of carriages in the system, or the level of mimicry with respect to logical state transitions.
Robustness
While the lack of halting does not provide any useful relationship between complexity and performance, complexity can still be applied toward robustness, particularly for measures related to the physical connectivity. The tendency for carriages to have uniform utilization in complete evolutions in no way suggests that any configuration has maximum robustness, since not all evolutions are necessarily complete. As for conventional systems, robustness is a function of the combination of physical connectivity in the context of variable input streams.
In Figure 26 , because each set of configurations at each level of robustness is composed only of complete evolutions, and each complete evolution has been shown to have maximal throughput, the robustness curve for the throughput is, not surprisingly, an essentially flat line. The logical complexity robustness curve matches that of the throughput, because the logical and temporal evolution lengths scale in proportion in systems where parallel, in-phase carriages are impossible. For configurations in which phase lags may be absent, such as the 2-4-2 systems with some degree of subsystem independence, a range of logical complexities may exist at near-constant throughput, and their respective throughput and logical complexity robustness curves may begin to deviate.
Although the distributions of evolutions with respect to state-based complexity measures-the number of unique states, state complexity, and compressed state complexity-reveal a range of possible values, the distributions alone provide no clue as to their relationship to robustness.
The explanation for lower state-based complexity measures at lower levels of robustness is largely a function of the definition of robustness and the attributes of a configuration that are responsible for complete evolutions. Because the number of complete evolutions and therefore the level of robustness are dependent on the number of magazines with absent connectivity to queues, configurations at lower levels of robustness are complete only for evolutions with less item variety in the queue distribution. A configuration with a level of robustness of 1 is therefore complete only when a single item type is present. As the level of robustness increases, corresponding configurations are able to completely transfer queue distributions with greater variety. But since item variety typically results in a greater number of states, and since throughput and evolution length remain relatively constant, then configurations that result in complete evolutions with a greater variety of item types will have higher mean numbers of states. That is, the number of states entered in an evolution of a configuration with a low level of robustness is approximately the same as that for a configuration with a high level of robustness for the common set of queue distributions. However, the complement of queue distributions will have greater item variety and increase the mean number of states for the robust configurations.
With respect to the submatrix describing connectivity between queues and magazines via down shafts, the relationship between the number of relevant magazines and the level of robustness is identical to that for conventional systems.
Consider configuration 1019774 2-3-4, which has the incidence matrices presented in Figure 27 and a level of robustness of 46. The pathways and their directions for this configuration are illustrated in Figure 28 . Since the QM matrix connects to all queues and magazines, the configuration is capable of complete evolutions for any queue distribution. However, the QM up matrix has an absent connection between the first queue and the fourth magazine. This connectivity suggests that the configuration has three relevant magazines, and any queue distribution containing item types corresponding to the fourth magazine results in an incomplete evolution because there is no g p return path from the fourth magazine to the first queue. Therefore, the evolution of this configuration with a queue distribution containing only items corresponding to the fourth magazines is certainly incomplete. The relationship between connectivity and throughput indicates an important characteristic of these mobile carriage systems. Given that complete evolutions tend to have maximum throughput, and present connectivity between queues and magazines with respect to both up and down shafts guarantees completeness, then additional connectivity does nothing to increase performance or adaptability.
HSQL
Because we need to see how both the up and down subcircuits behave in order to determine robustness, the use of average physical connectivity, when considering a configuration as a whole without regard to directional circuits, is not particularly useful for mobile carriage systems as a predictive measure of robustness. However, understanding how the actual connectivity impacts robustness is useful and is applicable as a first-order filter for candidate configurations, given constraints on the control of queue distributions.
Conclusion
In the search for optimal configurations with connectivity as a static measure, explicit simulation is not required. Building a configuration to suit constraints is also possible, for example, acceptable performance, limitations on physical connections, the incremental cost of connections, and the level of control of queues. However, connectivity, expressed as a single value, only indicates the potential performance and robustness because too much information regarding the actual arrangement of a configuration's results is lost in the compression.
Changing the operational logic related to the serial/parallel nature of carriage/hatch operations and the use of interlocks can theoretically affect the states entered and their sequence in an evolution, resulting in changing all complexity measures and their relationships to throughput and robustness. The change only practically affects the effective transit time of carriages. However, more fundamental changes in the evolution logic can affect physical construction that significantly alters system dynamics, the potential state space, and the complexity-performance and complexity-adaptability relationships.
In this work, mobile carriage systems illustrate how associated assumed logic, in the context of physical connectivity and input streams, can significantly impact the relationships of complexity measures with performance and adaptability and therefore the practical applicability of these complexity measures in optimal searches of large design spaces. The lack of a practical relationship between complexity measures and performance or adaptability does not suggest that such useful relationships are inherently absent from the systems with mobile carriages. Adaptation of the logic and system operation may introduce meaningful correlations, but require additional development that is not addressed here.
